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1. Concerning a positive lower semicontinuous kernel G on a locally

compact Hausdorff space X the following existence theorem was obtained in

[31

THEOREM A. Assume that the adjoint kernel G satisfies the continuity

principle. Then for any separable compact subset K of X and any positive

upper semicontinuous function uix) on K, there exists a positive measure μ,

supported by K> such that

Gμ(x)>u(x) G-p.p.p. on K,

Gμ(x)<1u{x) on Sμ, the support of μ.

Nakai C4] proved the theorem without assuming the separablility of K.

Using Kakutani's fixed-point theorem he simplified a part of the proof. But he

needed prudent considerations on topology in order to avoid the separability.

In this paper we shall give a simpler proof of the theorem without assuming

the separability. We shall deal with a slightly more general kernel and use

Glicksberg-Fan's fixed-point theorem.

2. A lower semicontinuous function G(x,y) on Xx X with 0<G(x, y)< + oo

is called a non-negative l.s.c. kernel on X. The kernel G, defined by G(x, y)

= G(y, χ)9 is called the adjoint kernel of G. The potential Gμ(x) of a positive

measure μ is defined by Gμ(x) = \G(X, y)dμ(y). The adjoint potential Gμ(x)

is similarly defined. The adjoint kernel G is said to satisfy the continiuity

principle when finite continuous is every adjoint potential Gμ of a positive

measure μ with compact support which is finite continuous as a function on Sμ.

3. We shall prove
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THEOREM B. Let G be a non-negative Ls.c. kernel on a locally compact

Hausdorff space X. Assume that G(x, x)>0 for any x^X and the adjoint

kernel 0 satisfies the continuity principle. Then for any compact subset K of X

and any positive finite upper semicontinuous function uix) on K, there exists a

positive measure μ, supported by Ky such that

Gμ>u G-p.p.p. on Kx\

Gμ<u on Sμ.

4. First we prove

THEOREM C. Jf G is a non-negative finite continuous kernel on a compact

Hausdorff space K such that G(x, x)>0 on K, there exists a positive measure

μ on K such that

Gμ(χ)>l on Kt

Gμ(x) = 1 on Sμ.

Proof. Denote by ι^Ί(K) the totality of positive unit measures on K.

This, with the vague topology, is compact and convex. We define a point-to-

set mapping ψ on ^£ΛK) as follows: we put, for any μ<=c^

Since G(x, y) is finite continuous, ψ(μ) is non-empty and convex, and the map-

ping ψ : μ-*<p(μ) is closed in the following sense: if nets {μa a e I), a directed

set} and {vΛ \ a e D) converge vaguely to μ and v respectively and if va ^ ψ(μ<x)

for any a e D, then pGψ(μ). Consequently by Glicksberg-Fan's fixed-point

theorem2ί there exists a measure μo&cΛΛK) such that μo^ψ(μo). Then

mQ = \Gμ<sdμo = infλe xίκ)\Gμodλ does not vanish, since G(x, x)>0 on K. The

measure μ = m^μo fulfills all the requirements.

5. Using Theorem C we prove

THEOREM D. If G is a non-negative ls.c. kernel on a compact Hausdorff

space K such that G(x} x) > 0 for any X*ΞK and if the adjoint kernel G satisfies

V This means that every compact subset of the exceptional set {x&K; Gμ(x)<.u(x))

does not support any positive measure ^^0 such that\GΛdί<oo.
2) Cf. [1] and [2].
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the continuity principle, then there exists a positive measure μ on K such that

(i) Gμ>l G-p.p.p. on K,

(ii) Gμ<l on Sμ.

Proof. Put m = infx^κG(xf x) >0, and take a finite number of open neighbor-
N 1

hoods Ui (l<i<,N) such t h a t UUi^K and G(x, y)> ~m in UiXUi. T h e r e
1 ώ1

exists an increasing net {Gα; a^Dy a directed set} of non-negative finite con-
1 *

tinuous functions G*{χ, y) on KxK such that G<x(#,jy)> -s-m in U UiXUi and
^ 1

limi) G«(#, jy) = G(#, y) at any point (#, y) &KxK. Then by Theorem B there

exists a positive measure μΛ on if such that Gaμ*>l on ϋΓ and Gaμ* = 1 on

SμΛ. The net {μ* a e D} is bounded. In fact, for a point # e S/i» Π £7i,

> f Gα(ΛΓ,

and hence μ*{Ui) <—- and μAK)<——- Thus there exists a cluster point μ.

Put

/)' = {a' = <αr, co> ω, a vague neighborhood of μ containing μa}.

Then D' is a directed set with the natural order. Putting, for af = <αr, ω> s Z)',

μΛ> = μΛ and GΛ> = Ga> we see that μΛ>->μ vaguely and Gα/(#, ^)/fG(ΛΓ, jy) at

any point (xy y) e KxK. We shall show the validity of (i) and (ii) for μ.

Proof of (i). Suppose that there exists a positive measure λ^O such that

Sλ<={tfe/T; Gμ(xXl) and \(5ArfA<°°. Since ό satisfies the continuity

principle, we may assume that 6λ is finite continuous on K. Hence

μ =

= UmDAGμa>dλ > lim

o/ (ii). Let Xo be an arbitrary fixed point on Sμ, and put

D" = {a" = ζa'y Uy ϋ7, a neighborhood of x0 containing a point ΛΓα/ of Sμa,}.

This is a directed set with the natural order. Putting, for a" = <α', £/> e £)",

%Ψ, = %Λ,% μa,,=:μa, and G<t" = Gα/, we see t h a t Xα"-*#o, μΛ'>-+μo and G***(x,y)/*
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Gix, y) along D". Hence for any α" e D"

1 = \\VΆDnG^ μΛn(χΛn)>\imD»GΛ't;μΛn(Xa") = Ga'o'μ(Xθ).

Consequently Gμ(xo) = limz),/Gα,>μ(>o) ^ 1.

6. From Theorem D follows immediately

THEOREM E Let G be a non-negative l.s.c. kernel on X such that G(x, x)

> 0 for any x e X and the adjoint kernel 6 satisfies the continuity principle.

Then for any positive finite continuous function u(x) on a compact set Ky there

exists a positive measure μt supported by Kt such that

Gμ(x)>:u(x) G-p.p.p. on Ky

Gμ(x)<u(x) on Sμ.

In fact, Gf(x, y) = G(x} y)/u(x) is a non-negative l.s.c. kernel on K, the

adjoint kernel of which satisfies the continuity principle. Hence by Theorem

D there exists a positive measure μ on K such that

G7ι>l G'-p.p.p. on K,

G'μ<l on Sμ.

This μ fulfills the requirements of Theorem E.

7. Now we can prove Theorem B. Let {ua(x) α ε D ) bea decreasing

net of positive finite continuous functions on K such that ua(x)\u(x). Then

there exists a positive measure μa on K such that

GμAx)>u«(x) G-p.p.p. on K

Gμa(x)<ua(x) on Sμ*.

The net {μΛ} is bounded, and similarly as in the proof of Theorem D, a subnet

converges vaguely to a cluster point μ of the net {μ*}. This μ fulfills the

requirements of Theorem B.
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